Many engineers regard the control unit as one of a computer system's most complex components. In the early days of computers, this complexity posed special computer design problems. Because of the inevitable lack of structure and resulting ad-hoc circuitry, such control units became known as random logic.

As an alternative to random logic, Maurice Wilkes of Cambridge University proposed a systematic technique to design and implement control units in 1951. This technique represented the control unit's overall signal sequence issued to the computer as a rather primitive instructional set encoded in a memory array. Noting the obvious programming analogy, Wilkes called his technique microprogramming, and the instructional sequence became known as a microprogram. Resulting microprogram structure regularity avoided much of random logic's arbitrariness, thereby greatly facilitating computer design. By implementing the EDSAC-2 computer, Wilkes and his Cambridge colleagues demonstrated the practicality of their approach.

In applied science, the lag between a new concept's birth and its commercial realization can often be considerable. Although several subsequent developments occurred in Europe and America, microprogramming's first large-scale application was IBM's System/360 computer series in the early 1960's. In the two decades since, microprogramming has become widely used for control unit implementation.

While most microprogrammed computers prior to 1970 held the microprogram in read-only memories, storage technology advances led to writable-control-store availability. Writable control stores enable microprogrammers to overwrite microprogram store contents—in principle, users can change a computer's
behavior by changing writable-control-store contents. As a result, microprogramming attracted not only computer designers but also system and even application programmers. The notion of migrating operating systems and software functions into microcode, thereby enhancing system performance and system security, has been seriously investigated since the mid-1970's. Coined as a synonym for microprogram, the term "firmware" emphasizes the position of microprograms relative to programs (software) and circuits (hardware).

Finding tools to aid and ease the writing, testing, and implementation of microprograms has concerned microprogrammers from the start. Since increased use of microprogramming has led to progressively larger microprograms, this concern eventually resulted in a firmware engineering discipline—loosely defined as establishing the scientific principles underlying microprogramming and applying these principles to develop and implement firmware.¹

Rather than attempting a summary overview, we will present reports on some interesting problems under study—this special issue features six current firmware engineering research projects. We chose IEEE Software as our forum because firmware engineering involves transferring theory, principle, and technique from software to firmware, with appropriate adaptations. We might fruitfully apply resulting technical and theoretical knowledge back to software; for example, we might use microcode compaction techniques to optimize compilers for array/signal/systolic processors, and we might apply firmware verification principles to verify real-time programs. By highlighting firmware engineering research—and results—we hope to provide a base for further knowledge flow across software/firmware boundaries.
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